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Abstract

It is extremely di�cult to utilize new routing protocols in today’s Internet. As a result, the Internet’s

baseline inter-domain protocol for connectivity (BGP) has remained largely unchanged, despite

known signi�cant �aws.�e di�culty of using new protocols has also depressed opportunities for

(currently commoditized) transit providers to provide value-added routing services. To help, this

paper proposes Darwin’s BGP (D-BGP), a modi�ed version of BGP that can support evolvability

to new protocols. D-BGP modi�es BGP’s advertisements and advertisement processing based on

requirements imposed by key evolvability scenarios, which we identi�ed via analyses of recently-

proposed routing protocols.





1 Introduction
�e Internet’s inter-domain routing protocol, BGP, is critical to the Internet’s architecture. All of the

services and content we hold dear are accessible because of the routing paths that it computes. But,

this important protocol is plagued with problems. For example, it does not provide domains (stubs

or transit providers) su�cient in�uence to limit incoming tra�c [12]; its paths are slow to converge

and prone to oscillations [32]; it indiscriminately chooses a single best-e�ort path per router, robbing

other domains of paths they may prefer more [50]; and it is prone to numerous attacks, including

pre�x hijacking, tra�c interception, and black-holing [38]. Worst of all, BGP is architecturally rigid

and cannot facilitate the introduction of new protocols [14].

�is architectural rigidity has made rolling out the plethora of critical �xes and improvements to

BGP proposed by the research and the operator community painfully di�cult. Examples include

adding secure path announcements via S-BGP [25] to prevent pre�x hijacking, adding awareness of

path costs to limit incoming tra�c to domains [31], and adding backup paths to reduce convergence

times [27].

BGP’s rigidity has also prevented more sophisticated protocols that address BGP’s increasing

unsuitability for today’s Internet from being deployed (e.g., path-based or multi-path routing [48, 50]

to o�er source domains more control over path selection and multi-hop routing to allow for rich

policies [13, 15]). As such, BGP, �aws and all, has remained virtually unchanged for almost 20 years.

Without e�orts to understand how to deploy new inter-domain routing protocols, BGP will likely

remain unchanged for years to come.

To help, this paper presents Darwin’s BGP (D-BGP), a modi�ed version of BGP that transforms it

from a rigid protocol to one that can bootstrap evolvability—i.e., help new protocols gain traction and

seamlessly deprecate itself in favor of them. As such, D-BGP allows operators to rapidly deploy �xes to

BGP—either across all or a subset of domains—whenever new use cases bring critical de�ciencies to

the fore. In the extreme, D-BGP can help the Internet transition from an old routing protocol to one

that uses a fundamentally di�erent paradigm (e.g., move from hop-based to path-based forwarding).

It can also facilitate the simultaneous co-existence of multiple disparate protocols, improving the

richness of the Internet architecture as a whole.

D-BGP’smodi�cations are based on requirements for enabling evolvability for three key scenarios,

which we identi�ed via an analysis of recently-proposed routing protocols. We �nd that three

modi�cations are necessary. First is the ability to pass-through information about protocol a domain

does not support to other domains. Second is multi-protocol support within BGP’s advertisements to

inform routers of what protocols are used on routing paths and how to use them to send data packets.

�ird is multi-protocol support within BGP’s advertisement processing, allowing protocol-speci�c

information to be forwarded to the relevant protocol’s path-selection algorithm.

Our analysis of D-BGP’s control-plane costs reveal that it can facilitate a rich Internet composed

of 10s to 100s of BGP �xes and sophisticated replacements with only modest overheads compared to

a single protocol deployment.�is result is largely due to the fact that many of BGP’s �xes can share

most of their protocol-speci�c information with BGP. Experiments run using D-BGP show that it

incentivizes adoption of new protocols by increasing the rate at which early adopters see the bene�ts

of a new protocol. D-BGP itself can be incrementally deployed across contiguous domains, allowing

participants to enjoy the rich and evolvable Internet it can enable.



�is paper builds on previous work on evolvability for inter-domain routing [39] and presents

the following contributions:

1) Based on an analysis of 13 recently proposed inter-domain routing protocols, we identify key

evolvability requirements any mechanism that aims to facilitate evolution to new inter-domain

protocols must satisfy.

2) We identify modi�cations needed to BGP to satisfy these requirements and describe the design

of D-BGP, a version of BGP that incorporates them.

3) We show that D-BGP’s control plane overheads are reasonable even when supporting large

numbers of inter-domain routing protocols. We show that D-BGP incentivizes adoption for

important types of new protocols by accelerating the rate at which adopters see the bene�ts of

using them.

�e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the evolvability scenarios

we identi�ed and the requirements they impose for routing evolvability. Section 3 identi�es the

modi�cations needed to BGP to satisfy these requirements and illustrates how they are incorporated

within D-BGP. Section 4 presents a case study of the evolvable Internet D-BGP could enable. Section 5

evaluates D-BGP’s overheads and its ability to increase the rate at which adopters see the bene�ts of

a new protocol. Section 6 presents related work and Section 7 concludes.

2 Evolvability scenarios
To identity what requirements any mechanisms for routing evolvability must provide, we analyzed

recently proposed protocols from the research and operator communities [4, 11, 13, 15, 25, 27, 31, 34, 41,

46–48, 50]. We identi�ed three key evolvability scenarios: modifying some baseline protocol with

a critical �x, running a custom protocol side-by-side with the baseline, and replacing the baseline

with a fundamentally di�erent protocol. Protocols suited to these scenarios di�er in three ways.

First, they di�er in their goals. Second, they di�er in the type of data-plane support they require

in an Internet that is running multiple inter-domain protocols (see Section2.1).�ird, they di�er

in operators’ incentives for deploying them. Some protocols are suited to multiple scenarios.�is

section describes these scenarios and the requirements they impose. We start with a discussion of

the data-plane issues that can arise when deploying multiple protocols.

Assumptions: At the beginning of time, we assume that all domains, ASes for short, are using a

baseline routing protocol for inter-connectivity that is BGP-like. It is a hop-based protocol that uses

path-vector-style loop detection. Its advertisements carry connectivity information from tra�c sinks

(destinations) to tra�c sources. Most importantly, each advertisement identi�es a single best-e�ort

path for routing data packets to a sink. Routers only advertise a single path to each neighbor.

Data packets �ow downstream from sources to sinks and are guaranteed to traverse only the

�rst hop of advertised paths (partially because advertised paths may change while data packets are

in �ight). Our discussion below is agnostic to whether ASes use distributed control (i.e., routers

choose paths) or centralized control (e.g., SDNs [18, 22]) and whether ASes support di�erent sets of

protocols on di�erent routers.
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Terminology: Islands refer to a cluster of one or more contiguous ASes that support the same set

of routing protocols. Neighbors of islands run a di�erent set of protocols. Baseline ASes / Islands refer
to those that run the baseline protocol (e.g., BGP).Upgraded ASes / Islands refer to those that support
the new protocol being discussed. We refer to the set of ASes separating two upgraded islands as

gulfs.

2.1 Routing consistency

�e data plane or network protocol is responsible for enforcing routing protocols’ path choices. When

multiple routing protocols are deployed concurrently, consistency of routing decisions becomes

an issue. If care is not taken to consistently enforce the same routing protocol’s path choices for a

destination address at every location (e.g., router or AS), the resulting end-to-end path may not be

the result of any single protocol’s choices. Such hybrid paths may violate the goals of a given protocol

(e.g., one that aims to avoid a congested AS). Also, paths chosen by one protocol at one location may

prevent data packets from using better paths selected by a more preferred protocol at other locations.

�ese issues can severely curtail new protocols’ bene�ts. Whether or not a protocol needs its routing

decisions to be consistently enforced informs the evolvability scenario to which it is suited.

Enforcing consistency requires di�erent mechanisms within islands and across islands. Our

discussions assume an IP pre�x as the destination address, but are equally valid for other types (e.g.,

content names [49]). To ensure consistency within islands, protocols must be careful not to install

con�icting entries at di�erent points in the path.�is requires assigning di�erent protocols di�erent

addresses that name the same physical destinations.

Additionally ensuring consistency for routing decisions across islands requires the relevant

protocol’s path choices to be enforced at locations that do not support it (i.e., within gulfs). Doing so

requires data packets to be encapsulated and tunneled, thus hiding their within-island addresses

from other protocols and islands.

Note that if routing protocols use di�erent network protocols or use a network protocol that

supports multiple address types (e.g., XIA [17]), consistency issues can be avoided.

2.2 Baseline→ Baselinewith critical íx

In this evolvability scenario, the goal is to deploy a modi�ed version of the baseline that incorporates

some critical �x. �ese critical �xes usually extend the baseline by disseminating extra control

information to improve path selection or the protocol itself. Examples of critical �xes to today’s

baseline, BGP, include Wiser [31], for �xing BGP’s lack of support for limiting ingress tra�c at

ASes [12], S-BGP [25], for �xing BGP’s susceptibility to route hijacking [38], R-BGP [27], for providing

backup paths in case of failures, and LISP [11], for supporting mobility.

Data-plane support: Routing consistency is not needed. Protocols suited to this evolvability sce-

nario can use each other’s path-selection choices.�is is because these protocols are simply di�erent

versions of each other that are backward compatible (i.e., they use the same routing paradigm). ASes

that use critical �xes that require participation by all hops on a routing path can verify end-to-end

participation transitively. For example, to guarantee that ASes on an advertised path are not being

spoofed, S-BGP [25] disseminates extra route attestations with advertisements, which describe the
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path and the authenticity of the ASes that constitute it.�e attestation is signed by each AS that

advertises a S-BGP path. Neighbors that receive S-BGP advertisements verify that the latest signer is

the AS that it received the advertisement from.

Example: Figure 1 shows a scenario in which the white ASes start to deploy Wiser [31] as an

update to BGP. Wiser �xes BGP’s inability to help ASes limit ingress tra�c by disseminating an extra

path cost in advertisements, which in�uences path selection. ASes independently add their internal

costs of routing tra�c along advertised paths before selecting the one with the lowest cost. Costs are

normalized between neighbors to allow ASes to choose their own cost metric (e.g., price, congestion)

and to prevent sensitive information from being leaked.

In the Figure, the two ASes at the edge of the large Wiser island, E1 and E2, must use BGP to

advertise paths to their neighbors in the BGP gulf. Lines show paths advertised and arrows show the

direction of the advertisement.�is creates two problems . First, the source, which supports Wiser,

must use BGP to select paths because it cannot see path costs. As such, it will choose the shortest

path (due to BGP’s decision criteria), which has the highest path cost.

Second, E1 and E2 are at a disadvantage because their path-cost contribution will not be taken

into account when the source or any ASes in the gulf select best paths. Yet, they must honor the

path costs they receive from downstream neighbors when selecting best paths themselves.�is may

dis-incentivize them from supporting Wiser, especially if this requirement increases their payments

to providers or peers.

Requirements: As the above example shows, today, non-contiguous islands or ASes that deploy

updated baseline protocols cannot quickly leverage the improvements a�orded by them.�is is

because updated baselines’ extra control information cannot be disseminated across BGP gulfs.�us,

we end up with this requirement:

CF-R1 Disseminate new protocols’ control information across gulfs.

Also, the critical �x must succeed the baseline eventually.�us, we end up with:

AS supports BGP

S

AS supports BGP & Wiser Worst path in region 

Best path in region

E1

E2

D

Region must use BGP

Region must use Wiser   

Figure 1: S cannot see path costs, so it will choose the highest-cost one.
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CF-R2 Disseminate new protocols’ control information side-by-side or in-band with BGP’s advertise-
ments .

Incentives for deployment are incremental bene�ts: Operators will be incentivized to deploy a

critical �x if the bene�ts a�orded by that protocol can be realized quickly. Such bene�ts will increase

incrementally as a function of the protocol and the number of ASes that can route among each other

using it.

Constraints:�is evolvability scenario applies only to a very restricted set of protocol improve-

ments that can directly use each other’s path-selection choices.�is scenario is also restricted to

path-vector-style protocols.

2.3 Baseline→ Baseline // custom protocol

�e goal of this evolvability scenario is to allow ASes or islands to deploy a new protocol in parallel

(//) with the baseline.�e new protocol is used to route select tra�c, while BGP is used for the rest. It

is most apt for protocols that provide value-added services, which operators sell to other customers

(e.g., other AS operators or end users). Examples include providing alternate paths from BGP’s single

path [27, 34,47] and providing extra functionality on existing paths [34] (e.g., higher intra-domain or

intra-island QoS).

�is scenario also describes situations in which di�erent islands aim to use some non-baseline

protocol to deliver select tra�c to each other.�ese non-baseline protocols may include ones that use

di�erent routing paradigms than the baseline. Examples include multi-hop routing protocols [13, 15],

such as Pathlets [15], which allowASes to construct end-to-end paths out of advertised path fragments,

and path-based routing protocols [48], such as SCION [50], which advertise multiple paths per router

and let sources pick which ones they want to use.

Data-plane issues: Islands will run multiple inter-domain routing protocols concurrently (e.g.,

the baseline and new protocol).�e new protocol’s routing decisions must be enforced consistently,

both within islands, and across gulfs. Assuming all routing protocols use the same network protocol

and address types, separate address ranges must be assigned to custom protocols within islands.

Packets must be encapsulated and tunneled across gulfs. Otherwise, the baseline protocol may divert

packets from ever reaching an upgraded island.

Example: Figure 2 describes a scenario in which a transit AS (marked T) wishes to avoid the

single poorly performing path advertised by BGP (the dashed path). An AS that supports MIRO [47]

o�ers alternate paths for payment (the rightmost one). However, transit AS T cannot discover the

MIRO-enabled AS because BGP does not allow discovery of ASes’ custom services or the extra

coordination required to use them.�is lack of discovery mechanism limits the MIRO AS’s potential

customers, perhaps only to its direct neighbors. It could use bespoke approaches for discovery (e.g.,

a web site), but these may go unnoticed.

Requirements: As the above example shows, ASes or islands supporting the new protocol must

be able to both discover each other and how to coordinate out-of-band in order to exchange relevant

control information, including protocol-speci�c information (e.g., alternate paths) and the type of

encapsulation method that will be used to route packets across gulfs.�us, we require:

CP-R3 Facilitate o�-path discovery of custom protocols.
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D

T

S
AS supports BGP
AS supports custom 
service MIRO
Advertised best path
Alternate path via 
MIRO

Path visible to T

Path invisible to T 
without discovery

M

T: wants to use alternate path
M: AS o�ers MIRO alt. path

Figure 2: T cannot discover M’s alternate path.

Incentives for deployment: ASes or islands that deploy custom protocols do so in hopes of

selling value-added services or because of an explicit contractual relationship with direct or indirect

neighbors. Other ASes are incentivized to facilitate discovery of ASes that use custom protocols be-

cause their customers—who might desire the value-added services o�ered or may have a contractual

relationship with some indirect neighbor—might seek alternate providers otherwise.

Constraints:�is scenario is not apt for protocols that aim to replace the baseline because the

coordination required to use custom protocols leverages the baseline’s paths. It will be di�cult to

deploy a large number of custom-routing protocols that use the same network protocol because each

will have to be assigned increasingly smaller pools of addresses.�is limitation is avoided if custom

protocols use di�erent network protocols (or di�erent address types within an existing protocol).

2.4 Baseline→ Replacement protocol

�e goal of this evolvability scenario is to allow new protocols to completely replace the baseline

within islands. So, the key di�erence between this and the previous scenario is that the protocol is

used for all tra�c in these upgraded islands. Doing so is a very aggressive model and likely to be only

attractive if there are strong incentives or requirements that are impossible to meet with the baseline

(e.g., high QoE for all tra�c or speci�c economic relationships). As such, it is likely to be useful only

within single islands. However, this scenario can also be used to gradually introduce protocols that

are radically di�erent than the baseline and aim to succeed it. In this case, multiple islands would

use the same protocol and route tra�c among each other using it.

Protocols apt for this scenario include ones that use very di�erent routing paradigms than the

baseline, such as HLP [41], which is a hybrid path-vector-based/link-state protocol, or path-based

ones [15, 48, 50].

Data-plane issues: Within islands, consistency is not an issue because only a single routing

protocol is used. Across islands, paths to destinations will be jointly controlled by the replacement

and the baseline. Across gulfs, whether routing consistency is needed depends on individual proto-
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cols’ goals. Routing consistency across islands is not possible in this scenario because the custom

coordination needed to identify how to tunnel tra�c is not feasible (see below). Instead, paths will be

jointly established by upgraded islands and ASes in gulfs. Many protocols that use di�erent routing

paradigms than the baseline require data packets to incorporate protocol-speci�c headers. As such,

packets must be encapsulated using both the baseline’s header and that needed by the new protocol.

Example: Figure 3 illustrates a scenario in which BGP is being replaced by SCION [50], a path-

based protocol. Sources can be advertised multiple path options (exposed at the granularity of border

routers).�ey pick which one they want to use by encoding the path in packet headers, which routers

key on to forward tra�c. In this case, the rightmost SCION region in the diagram exposes two paths

to the destination.

�e scenario illustrates two key problems: the SCION source in the diagram cannot discover

other SCION islands or route tra�c to them. Unlike the previous model, out-of-band coordination

and tunneling cannot be used to address this problem as it will not scale to handle all tra�c (i.e.,

from the entire Internet). Also, ASes within BGP gulfs cannot route to destinations within SCION

islands. Both problems can be addressed by re-distributing SCION routes into BGP [28]. But, BGP

can only advertise one path per router, so one of the SCION paths would be lost in this example.

Requirements: Solving the above problems requires the ability to disseminate new protocols’

control information in-band with the baseline protocol. Doing so sidesteps scalability issues and

avoids redistribution issues that may result in loss of important information. Also, such control

information must be capable of crossing gulfs.�is is the same requirements as that for critical �xes

(CF-R1 and CF-R2).

Incentives for deployment are incremental bene�ts: Similar to incentives for critical �xes, AS

operators will be inclined to deploy a replacement protocol if its bene�ts can be realized quickly.

Also, stringent contractual obligations among neighbors might require use of a replacement protocol

(e.g., one that provides high QoS).

AS supports BGP

AS supports SCION
SCION to BGP portion
Advertised BGP path

S D

Region must use single 
BGP path

Region can use SCION to 
select multiple paths

Figure 3: S cannot be advertised both paths to D.
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3 Design of D-BGP
�is section describes the design of Darwin’s BGP (D-BGP), a version of BGP that can bootstrap

evolvability to new protocols. D-BGP incorporates two key building blocks that satisfy the evolvability

requirements identi�ed in the previous section. Pass-through support enables routers or ASes to
pass-through control information for protocols they do not support to adjacent ones.�is allows new

protocols’ control information to cross gulfs ((CF-R1). It also facilitates o�-path discovery (CP-R3) as
we shall see later in this section.�e second building block ismulti-protocol support in advertisements

and routers, which provides the expressiveness necessary to encode multiple protocols’ information

side-by-side ((CF-R2) and the coordination necessary to disseminate and use paths in an Internet

composed of many inter-domain routing protocols. D-BGP does require some data-plane support,

similar that used for MPLS [2] and Arrow [34].

�e rest of this section describes how D-BGP modi�es BGP’s advertisements and advertisement

processing to provide the needed building blocks. It also describes howD-BGP addresses the scenarios

presented in the previous section. D-BGP is agnostic as to whether ASes use centralized control (e.g.,

SDNs) or distributed control (i.e., traditional routers). We assume the latter in this section.

3.1 Assumptions

We assume that all inter-domain routing protocols will be assigned unique protocol IDs by some

governing body (e.g., the IETF [21]). We assume critical �xes and replacement protocols that aim to

succeed BGP (the current baseline) will also vetted by a governing body and assigned some global

ordering (e.g, critical �x version 5 > critical �x version 4). Vetting prevents broken protocols or

those that interact poorly with current ones from being deployed. Examples include those that cause

transient oscillations [43] or those that maximize some metric that an existing protocol aims to

minimize. Ordering allows for eventual convergence toward some new baseline. Custom protocols

and replacement protocols that do not aim to succeed BGP are not subject to such scrutiny as their

modi�cations are local to individual islands.

We assume that all inter-domain routing protocols will be path-vector based, as scalability issues

will likely prevent other protocol types (e.g., link state) from being deployed. Note that individual

islandsmay use non-path-vector protocols internally. For example, they could use a link-state protocol

for intra-island communication and path-vector for inter-island communication [41].

Finally, we assume that all routers support both BGPv4 as the baseline routing protocol and IPv4

as the baseline network address format.�ese provide a common denominator on which to create

end-to-end paths and name destinations.

3.2 Integrated advertisements

InD-BGP, integrated advertisements (IAs) extendBGP’s advertisements. Each IA compactly describes

a path that can be used to reach a destination address, named using the baseline address format

(i.e., an IPv4 pre�x).�e path represents a best path choice toward the destination of the router

or AS that created the advertisement. Figure 4 shows an example IA. It has been populated with
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Protocol(s) Field(s)

Wiser

Wiser, BGP, S-BGP

Path cost
Normalization

 Origin
Next Hop

AS 3 Island 20 Island 200 AS 4096 AS 70

Baseline Address: 128.6.0.0/32

Path
descriptors

Path vector

S-BGP Attestation

Hop 
descriptors

SCION Within-island paths

MIRO 173.82.2.0

Value(s)

100
1750

<signed ASes/islands>

Protocol(s) Field(s) Value(s)

Service address

BR70 BR50 BR30
BR20 BR60 BR10

EGP
195.2.27.0/32

Figure 4: A basic integrated advertisement and example �elds.

several protocols’ control information to illustrate how it could be used. Only �elds relevant to multi-

protocol support are shown, so standard BGP �elds, such as withdrawn pre�xes and non-transitive

community attributes have been omitted.

IAs provide multi-protocol support by including three key �elds: a path vector, per-protocol path
descriptors, and hop descriptors.�e �rst �eld states the path and is used to avoid routing loops. It is

similar to the path-vector �eld in BGP advertisements today, except it is expanded to list all ASes

or islands involved in routing on a path, regardless of protocol used. Island IDs can be new values

issued by some governing body (e.g., the ARIN [1]) or simply a concatenated list of islands’ border

ASes.�e second �eld bears resemblance to BGP’s community attributes, but is always transitive

and is explicitly structured for multi-protocol support. To our knowledge, BGP does not have an

explicit analog to the third �eld.�e rest of this section describes the latter two �elds in detail.

Path descriptors describe per-protocol attributes of the entire path. Critical �xes can use them

to encode their bespoke control information.�e example shown in Figure 4 includes Wiser’ path

cost [31] and S-BGP’s route attestations [25, 51]. Other potential path descriptors include Xiao et al’s

and EQ-BGP’s QoS metrics [4, 46].

Hop descriptors describe attributes of individual routing hops (i.e., islands or ASes) on the path

that support enhanced functionalities not o�ered by the baseline or its critical �xes.�e information

listed by a given hop descriptor includes the functionality(ies) o�ered by the corresponding hop and

any control information needed to use it. Hop descriptors are listed in the order in which data packets

will traverse them, allowing sources to layer headers in the right sequence when encapsulating tra�c

to use the desired functionalities.

Custom and replacement protocols can use hop descriptors to include bespoke information

relevant to their island. For example, a MIRO or Arrow island could originate an advertisement

listing the service it o�ers and the IP address of a portal that potential customers could contact

to identify alternate paths o�ered and coordination necessary to use them.�is enables discovery.

Alternatively, a SCION island could include its extra intra-island paths that other SCION islands can

use to route packets to the destination.�ese paths are speci�ed at the level of border routers (e.g.,

BR 50).
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We note that hop descriptors can also be used to translate between the baseline address format

and other address formats, such as content names [49] or IPv6 (not shown in Figure 4). For example,

an island that routes tra�c based on content names in addition to BGP can list the content name

associated with an IP address in a hop descriptor, allowing other ASes that use content names to

route tra�c using it.

To reduce IA sizes, protocols listed within IAs share control information that is identical across

them. Such sharing can drastically reduce overhead for critical �xes, which share most of their control

information with BGP (e.g., S-BGP uses only one extra �eld). In Figure 4, BGP, S-BGP, and Wiser all

share control information. Custom and replacement protocols’ contribution to IA size will be small

because they do not need to disseminate much bespoke control information outside their islands. For

example, a SCION island that disseminates 5 within-island paths, each consisting of 5 intra-island

hops, will only need to disseminate about 200 bytes of control information to describe them (this

assumes 4-byte border router IDs). IAs can be compressed to further reduce their size.

3.3 Advertisement processing

D-BGP modi�es BGP’s advertisement processing to support IAs, provide multi-protocol support,

and provide pass-through functionality. A router with D-BGP’s advertisement processing is shown

in Figure 5. In addition to standard import/export �lters, which allow operators to enforce polices,

such as valley-free routing [35], D-BGP’s processing includes the following novel components.

First, it includes multiple decision modules, corresponding to BGP and the critical �xes and

replacement protocols it supports. Each decision module encapsulates the data structures (e.g., RIBs)

and algorithms a given protocol uses to choose best paths. Figure 5 shows a decision module for the

baseline BGP and for some critical �x.

Second, it includes an IA factory, which replaces similar functionality for BGP’s advertisements.

�e IA factory is responsible for receiving IAs, communicating per-protocol information contained

in IAs to relevant decision modules, and creating new advertisements for the best path selected. It

also adds pass-through information associated with the best-path chosen.

Im
po

rt 
fil

te
r

To
w

ar
d 

de
st

in
at

io
n

To
w

ar
d 

so
ur

ce

Adv. creation

IA Factory

Export filter

RIB

Algorithm

RIB

Algorithm

Protocol 1
Protocol 2 IA Data Plane

DB
Decision modules

Figure 5: A router’s advertisement processing.
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When a D-BGP router receives a new IA, the following steps occur to choose a new best path for

the pre�x it names. First, the IA factory decodes the message and identi�es control information for

the most recent protocol version supported by the router. It also stores the incoming IA in a database

for later use. Second, this control information is forwarded to the relevant decision module, which

selects a new best path. It does so by comparing the control information it has just received to that

from previously received IAs for the same pre�x, which are stored in its RIB. It outputs both the

new best path and modi�ed control information (e.g., a modi�ed path cost that re�ects the router’s

or relevant AS’s current load or a new route attestation).�ird, the path choice is installed in the

router’s forwarding table.

Fourth, the IA factory builds a new IA for the selected best path. To do so, it inserts modi�ed

control information for the protocol used to select the best path in the new IA. It also adds pass-

through information by indexing into its database of stored IAs to retrieve the incoming IA for the

best-path chosen. It opaquely copies over control information for all protocols that were not used for

best-path selection from this IA into the new advertisement, e�ectively tunneling this information

across the selected path.

3.4 Example usage

Evolvability for critical �xes: Figure 6 illustrates the result if theASes in the scenario fromSection 2.2

supported D-BGP. E1 and E2 include Wiser’s path costs in IAs they advertise to ASes in the gulfs.

�ese path costs are passed through so that the source AS (S) is able to see them and use them to

select the lower cost, longer path. E1 and E2 are still at the mercy of ASes that run only BGP, but their

situation incrementally improves as more non-contiguous ASes or islands adopt Wiser.

Discovery for custom protocols: D-BGP allows the transit AS in the example from Section 2.3

to discover and use the MIRO AS’s alternate path as follows. First, the MIRO AS (M) uses IAs to

advertise a path to a service portal it provides. A hop descriptor included within the IA includes

the ID of the service o�ered and the custom coordination required to use this service portal (e.g., a

S

E1

E2

D

#43

#57#21

#934

#245

#214#3

AS supports BGP

AS supports BGP & Wiser Worst path in region 

Best path in region   

#num - AS number 
Region must use BGP

Region must use Wiser   

Figure 6: S sees path costs in IAs, so it chooses the lowest-cost one.
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speci�c protocol). Second, the transit AS (T) contacts the service portal to negotiate the alternate

path to the destination and the data-plane encapsulation technique (e.g., an additional pre�x) that

will be used to cross gulfs and selectively route the transit (T)’s tra�c.�ird, the transit (T) uses

the necessary encapsulation technique to tunnel its tra�c destined for the destination AS. As an

optimization, the initial advertisement could include a list of the most popular alternate paths the

MIRO-enabled AS provides (e.g., alternate paths to Google).

Evolvability for replacement protocols: Figure 7 illustrates how D-BGP enables evolvability

for the SCION scenario discussed in Section 2.4.�e edge AS’s border router in the large SCION

island creates an IA for the pre�x advertised that includes control information for a SCION path

that has been redistributed into BGP (or some critical �x). It also includes other paths other SCION

islands can use to route tra�c to the description within a hop descriptor. When the SCION source (S)

receives the IA, it extracts the SCION-speci�c control information, chooses a within-island path, and

encodes it in a SCION header, which it attaches to data packets. It also encapsulates the packet with

an IPv4 header so that the packet can cross gulfs. When receiving packets, SCION border routers

in the rightmost island de-encapsulate packets to probe for a SCION header. If it exists, it routes

packets using the speci�ed path choice.

3.5 Supporting IA aggregation

To further reduce message sizes, we allow IAs to describe a group of paths that can be used to reach a

set of contiguous addresses (i.e., a broad pre�x). Such aggregation a�ords protocols the opportunity

to summarize control information across all the paths listed in the IA. For example, Wiser [31] could

list a single average path cost for all of the paths summarized in an aggregated IA instead of including

separate ones in individual IAs. Additional savings in message sizes and processing overhead results

from having to send fewer aggregated IAs than individual ones. IA aggregation is similar to the

aggregation that occurs in BGP today [37].

Figure 8 shows the revised IA structure that supports aggregation. Note that it is associated with

a broad pre�x that covers many destination addresses (i.e., a /16, instead of the /32 used in Figure 4).

�e path vector �eld now allows for an OR ([]) relationship, allowing the IA to compactly state all the

AS supports BGP

AS supports SCION

SCION paths
Integrated path

S D

Region must use single 
BGP path

Region can use SCION to 
select multiple paths

Figure 7: S sees both paths in the integrated advertisement.
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Figure 8: An integrated advertisement that supports aggregation.

possible ASes or islands that could be used to reach destinations covered by the broad pre�x. It also

contains a new path-group descriptor �eld, which allows individual protocols to summarize control

information across all the paths described by the IA. Figure 8 shows an average path cost for Wiser

and an aggregated path attestation for S-BGP [51].

Path descriptors now describe individual paths contained in an IA whose hop(s) o�er enhanced

functionality(ies).�ey are needed because these functionalities are speci�c to the relevant path and

hop and so cannot be summarized in path-group descriptors. Hops are listed in the order that data

packets will traverse them so that sources can encapsulate data packets accordingly. Corresponding

hop descriptors are identical to the basic IA case described earlier and list bespoke control information.

Figure 8 shows control information for SCION [50], NDN [49], and MIRO [47].

A router that wishes to aggregate a set of IAs that it receives must support all of the protocols

listed in their path-group descriptor �elds. Also, all of those protocols must agree to summarize

control information for the same range of addresses (e.g., Wiser may wish not to summarize control

information across paths with very di�erent costs). �ese requirements are necessary to avoid

potential for the outgoing aggregated IA to be larger than the sum of the incoming ones.�is can

happen when di�erent protocols’ control information is summarized across di�erent (potentially

overlapping) subranges of the outgoing IA’s broad pre�x. Since stub ASes’ routers will likely support

the same set of protocols, we expect them to be capable of disseminating aggregated IAs for the

majority of addresses they own. However, we expect potential for aggregation to be limited at transits

and tier-1 ASes.
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3.6 Limitations

D-BGP’s method of enabling evolvability is subject to the limitations and policies of the protocols

used within gulfs. As such, indiscriminate path choices within gulfs may reduce the bene�ts a�orded

by a new protocol (e.g., alternate paths or higher-quality paths) when routing across them. D-BGP

requires sources to layer data packets with the headers needed to use custom or replacement protocols.

Such layering makes it di�cult for D-BGP to support protocols, such as Pathlet routing [15] that

modify the header at locations other than stub ASes/islands.

4 A rich& evolvable Internet
To illustrate the utility of D-BGP, Figure 9 illustrates the type of rich and evolvable Internet with

many routing options it could enable. �is rich Internet is comprised of several di�erent types

of protocols, including BGP, di�erent critical �xes to it, di�erent types of replacement protocols

(path-based, multi-hop), and custom protocols. Our example uses protocols already discussed in

this paper (or extensions to them), but others could also be used. Examples include other types of

critical �xes [4, 46], other types of replacement protocols (multi-hop [13] or path-based [48]), and

other custom protocols [34].�e rest of this section further describes our example. We also illustrate

IAs at interesting points in the topology to show how they enable this rich world and how they are

constructed.

In our rich Internet example, a governing body (e.g., the IETF) has decided on an ordering to

critical �xes. WS-BGP is preferred over Wiser [31], which is preferred over BGP. WS-BGP is similar

to S-BGP [25]. But, because it is a later critical �x than Wiser, it also understands and disseminates

Wiser’s path cost metric and normalization factor. Wiser shares all of its control information with

BGP, except for a path cost and normalization factor. WS-BGP shares all of its control information

withWiser except for an extra route attestation.�ese critical �xes re�ect the governing body’s e�orts

to prevent route hijacking (e.g., ISPs in China posing as popular web sites, such as cnn.com [38]) by

adding secure paths and their e�orts to �x BGP’s broken ability to help ASes limit ingress tra�c [12,31]

by adding path costs.

131.1.1.0/24
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BGP
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BGP || 
MIRO
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w/
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1

2
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Legend: 
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Figure 9: A rich & evolvable Internet that D-BGP could facilitate.
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We assume that the governing body has decided that a version of SCION [50] that supports route

attestations (S-SCION) will eventually be the replacement baseline protocol for the Internet because

it gives sophisticated stub networks a richer set of path options to choose from. Because a secure

version of Pathlet routing [15] (S-Pathlets) allows islands to use rich policies, some islands use it

internally. But, we assume that it has not been rati�ed as a protocol that will replace BGP and its

critical �xes. We assume S-SCION and S-Pathlets redistribute their routes (and route attestions) into

WS-BGP.�is allows them to leverage Wiser’s path costs when routing amongWiser-enabled islands

and maintain secure routes and path costs when routing via WS-BGP-enabled islands.

In our example, all ASes may eventually converge to using S-SCION because D-BGP incentivizes

adoption by increasing the speed at which AS operators can enjoy the bene�ts of a new protocol.

Even if this does not happen, D-BGP will still enable non-contiguous ASes that support the same

set of protocols to observe some of the bene�ts those protocols a�ord. Security bene�ts cannot be

achieved until all ASes on a routing path support a secure protocol (i.e., S-SCION, S-Pathlets, or

WS-BGP) [30].

To illustrate what the contents of an aggregated IAmight look like, Figure 10 shows the aggregated

IA received by AS 600 from AS 700 (point [1] in the topology). It describes paths to reach the

131.1.0.0/24 and 131.1.1.0/24 pre�xes, which were originated by Islands 800 and 900 respectively.

We assume islands 800 and 900 disseminated aggregated advertisements for the broad /24 pre�x

themselves, but they could have sent non-aggregated ones as well. AS 700 was able to aggregate the

IAs it received from both islands because they form a larger contiguous address block and because it

supports the same protocols’ as those speci�ed in the incoming IAs’ path-group descriptors.

�e IA in Figure 10 contains �ve path-group descriptors.�e �rst three correspond to those

used by WS-BGP: a path cost, a normalization factor, and a route attestation.�e rest are shared

between BGP andWS-BGP (Note that many shared �elds have been omitted in Figure 10). All of the

path-group descriptors have been summarized over all of paths described in the IA.
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Figure 10: IA that would be received at point 1 of our rich world.
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�e advertisement from AS 700 to 600 also includes two path descriptors, associated with the

more speci�c pre�xes originated by Islands 800 and 900. For simplicity, we only list path descriptors

associated with the two /24 addresses advertised by islands 800 and 900, but, additional path

descriptors for more speci�c pre�xes could be included as well. Islands running replacement and

custom protocols will perform some form of aggregation internally, so we do not expect them to

disseminate pre�xes for individual destinations (i.e., /32s).

Both path descriptors contain one hop descriptor.�e one associated with S-SCION contains

the paths within island 800 that other S-SCION islands can use to reach destinations covered by

pre�x 131.1.0.0/24.�e one associated with S-Pathlets contains a sequence of forwarding IDs used by

Pathlet routing to reach destinations covered by pre�x 131.1.1.0/24.�ese IDs correspond to path

fragments that can be assembled into larger path fragments by other Pathlet islands.

We illustrate how islands running custom protocols could use IAs to facilitate their discovery at

point [2] in Figure 9. At this point in the topology, AS 600 disseminates regular IAs for best paths to

pre�xes advertised to it and one additional IA, which it originates, for its MIRO service.�is IA for

the MIRO service describes a path to a speci�c pre�x (i.e., a /32) corresponding to the service portal

interested customers should contact to identify the alternate paths AS 600 o�ers and coordinate

their use. In our example, AS 600 chooses the incoming advertisement from AS 700 as the best path

to reach 131.1.0.0/24.�e MIRO service can o�er the path through AS 50 as an alternate, for example,

if AS 700 proves to be unreliable.

�e IA received by the S-SCION Island 1 from Island 10 for the aggregate pre�x 131.1.0.0/23 is

shown in Figure 11 (labeled as [3] in Figure 9). We illustrate it to show how a tra�c source might use

an IA that contains a rich set of protocols to select paths and forward tra�c. A�er receiving the IA,

the S-SCION island can learn that the paths described by it are not secure by examining the route

attestation to �nd that it was not signed by its upstream neighbor.�e path cost contained in the
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Figure 11: IA received at point 3 of our rich-world topology.
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IA represents the cost to all Wiser and WS-BGP islands of using the advertised path.�e S-SCION

island can use the path cost contained in this advertisement and the one it receives from Island 3 to

decide which path to choose as its best path. It could also choose best paths based on which ones

contain custom or replacement protocols it wants to use.

Individual path descriptors in Figure 11 contain a sequence of two routing hops for pre�x

131.1.0.0/24.�ese identify the paths that can be used within the two downstream SCION islands

on the path (Islands 250 and 800). To use these within-island paths, the S-SCION Island 1 must

encapsulate its choices between two IPv4 headers.�e path descriptor for pre�x 131.1.1.0/24 lists the

forwarding IDs advertised by the other Pathlet island in our topology (Island 900).

5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the control-plane overhead of D-BGP and its ability to incentivize

adoption of critical �xes and replacement protocols. We seek to answer the following two questions.

First, what is the control-plane overhead of using D-BGP to facilitate an Internet that runs many

inter-domain routing protocols? (See Sections 5.1 and 5.2.) Second, how does D-BGP’s ability to

allow non-contiguous islands to route tra�c amongst each other using a new protocol accelerate the

incremental bene�ts a�orded to them asmore ASes/islands adopt the same protocol? (See Sections 5.3

and 5.4).

5.1 Control-plane overheadmethodology

We evaluate control-plane overhead by estimating properties of IAs that would be received at a tier-1

AS in an Internet that is using D-BGP to run multiple inter-domain routing protocols. We analyze

three types of overhead: the size of individual IAs that are received (indicative of per-IA serialization

cost at the tier-1 AS), the number of IAs that are received (re�ective of CPU cost), and aggregate size

of all IAs received (re�ective of total overhead and the amount of state that must kept at the tier-1

AS). Tier-1 ASes reside at the top of the Internet hierarchy, so they will see the highest overheads.

To derive estimated IAs sizes and their number, we use characterizations of the Internet topology

and protocols’ expected control-message sizes culled from recent research and RFCs [5, 10, 20, 29, 37]

Table 1 lists key parameters, the ranges of values we consider, and our reasoning behind our choices

for these ranges. Whenever possible, we choose ranges based on estimates in the literature. For

parameters whose values are more uncertain (e.g., number of critical �xes), we consider a broad

range of possible values to allow for future protocols’ as-yet undetermined needs.

5.2 Control-plane overhead results

Table 2 shows our results. IA sizes are further broken down into contribution by protocol type (critical

�x or custom/replacement). For each overhead type estimated, we list a range of minimum and

maximum values, derived from the equations, parameters, and values discussed in Table 1.

We �nd that a basic analysis that assumes individual IAs received at a tier-1 will contain in-

formation for all protocols yields very large aggregate overheads. + Avg. path lengths improves
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Parameter Variable Ranges considered Rationale

General Internet topology

# of stubs == # of pre�xes P 10,000 - 100,000 Assume single aggregated pre�x / stub AS; 10,000s of stubs [10, 20, 29]

Avg. BGP path length PL 3 - 5 Analysis of routing tables [5]

Avg. # of stubs / provider SpP 2 - 5 Range around node degree in Internet topology [20]

Critical �xes (CFs)

# of critical �xes CFs 10s - 100s Assume governing body will limit total number

Critical �xes / path CFs / path 3-5 Assume one critical �x per hop on path

Control info / critical �x CI / CF 8 KB - 256 KB 8 KB is max size for BGP [37]; up to 256KB for future protocols

Unique control info / critical �x CFu 0.05 - 0.25 Most critical �xes share majority of control info w/each other

Custom or replacement protocols (CRs)

# of custom or replacements CRs 10 - 1000s Many possible because large fraction need not be regulated

Custom or replacements / path CR / path 3 - 5 Assume one custom/replacement per hop on path

Control info / custom or replace-

ment

CI / CR 100 B - 10 KB Not much info needs to be disseminated outside islands

Aggregation potential at stubs’ providers

w/Multiple protocols aggm 0.1 - 0.2 Small because provider must support same protocols as stub

w/Single protocol aggs 0.25 - 0.75 Some pre�xes will not be aggregated due to tra�c engineering

Table 1: Parameters and ranges considered for analyzing D-BGP’s control-plane overhead.

this analysis by accounting for the fact that IA size is a function of the number of protocols on

a routing path, not the total number.�is reduces our estimate of maximum aggregate overhead

by an order of magnitude. + Sharing improves our analysis by accounting for the fact that many

critical �xes can share the majority of their control information (e.g., S-BGP disseminates only an

additional route attestation compared to BGP).�is yields signi�cant savings and reduces both our

minimum and maximum estimates by an additional order of magnitude. + IA aggregation allows

stub ASes’ providers to aggregate incoming IAs if they support all of the same protocols for which

path-descriptor information is listed in an IA (e.g., they support the same critical �x). In our analysis,

we assume that this requirement means that only a small fraction of IAs can be aggregated, yielding

only small improvements.

We also compare D-BGP’s overheads with multiple protocols to the case where only a single

protocol is running, which should be similar to the overheads seen today with BGP. �e single

protocol case allows for a factor of 2-4x increase in aggregation levels. Despite this and our assumption

of 3-5 critical �xes and 3-5 custom/replacement protocols on routing paths, we �nd that D-BGP’s

aggregate overhead to be within a factor of 3 of the single protocol case.�is is largely a result of the

savings due to sharing of critical �xes’ control information.

5.3 Incremental beneíts methodology

WeanalyzedD-BGP’s ability to accelerate incremental bene�ts by simulating protocols’ path-selection

choices on an AS-level topology in which ASes are running both BGP and a given new protocol.

Our AS-level topology is generated by BRITE, which is con�gured to generate 500 ASes using use a

Waxman model with (α = 0.15 and β = 0.25) [7, 9, 19]. Both new protocols’ and BGP’s path selection

choices are simulated using a modi�ed version of the BGP simulator used by by John et al. and Peter

et al. [23, 34]. Path choices always are valley free [35] and policy compliant.

For each new protocol, we measure the bene�ts a�orded to upgraded ASes as a function of
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Contribution to IA size by....

Name CFs CRs # of advertisements Total overhead

Basic CFs ⋅ CICF CRs ⋅ CICR P

80 KB - 26 MB 1 KB - 10 MB 10,000 - 100,000 0.8 GB - 3515 GB

+ Avg. path lengths
CFs
path ⋅

CI
CF

CRs
path ⋅

CI
CR

′′

24 KB - 1.3 MB 0 KB - 50 KB ′′ 0.2 GB - 132 GB

+ Sharing
CFs
path ⋅

CI
CF ⋅(CFu)+

CI
CF ⋅(1−CFu) ′′ ′′

9 KB - 0.5 MB ′′ ′′ 0.09 GB - 54 GB

+ IA aggregation
′′

∼
CRs
path ⋅

CI
CR

P
SpP +(PpS− 1) ⋅(1− aggm) ⋅

P
SpP

” ∼ 0KB− ∼ 50KB 8,400 - 95,000 .07 GB - 51 GB

Single protocol
CI
CF 0 P

(SpP) +(PpS− 1) ⋅(1− aggs) ⋅
P

SpP

8 KB - 256 KB 0 4,000 - 75,000 0.03 GB - 18 GB

Table 2: Control-plane overhead of D-BGP. �is table shows estimated IA sizes and number of IAs that

would be received at a tier-1 AS as a function of various parameters. Equations or values identical to the

previous corresponding entry are marked with a ”.

the percentage of upgraded ASes in the topology (i.e., the adoption level).�e slope of this value

corresponds to incremental bene�ts. We consider two cases: an Internet that is running D-BGP,

which allows non-contiguous islands running the same protocol to choose paths and route tra�c to

each other using it, and an Internet w/o D-BGP, which does not facilitate such functionality. As such,

the new protocol can only be used within ASes or islands and not across them. Comparing the these

two cases illustrates D-BGP’s ability to accelerate incremental bene�ts. In both cases, ASes that have

not been upgraded (i.e., within gulfs) choose paths with the lowest path length [6].

We examine how incremental bene�ts di�er for di�erent types of protocols by considering two

fundamentally di�erent archetypes.�e �rst corresponds to a type of critical �x and the second one

is representative of a replacement protocol.�e archetypes are summarized below.

A bottleneck metric critical �x: With this archetype, a metric is disseminated with advertise-

ments and is used to in�uence path selection. If an AS’s contribution to the metric is less than the

value in incoming advertisements, it replaces the incoming value with its value before selecting best

paths. As such, incremental bene�ts and the amount of bene�ts observed at di�erent adoption levels

depends heavily on which ASes have been upgraded. Examples of critical �x that �t this archetype

include the one described by Xiao et al. [46] and ones that aim to choose paths with high residual or

bottleneck bandwidth.

Note that the objective of our critical �x archetype is a function of all ASes on a routing path,

including ones in gulfs. As such, bene�ts a�orded by a protocol may decrease compared to the

0% adoption case.�is will occur when only a small percentage of ASes have upgraded and the

incomplete information on which they choose best paths causes them to choose worse ones than

what BGP was providing.

A generic replacement protocol: With this archetype, a small amount of control information

is disseminated outside islands. With D-BGP, whether this control information is delivered to

other upgraded islands depends on the best-path choices of ASes in gulfs. Without D-BGP, this
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information can only be leveraged by contiguous deployments. Examples that �t this archetype

include Pathlets [15], SCION [50], and NIRA [48]. For simplicity, we assume this information is

extra within-island paths to destinations in this section. We cap the number of paths that can be

disseminated by an AS 10 to more accurately re�ect real-world scenarios.

For the bottleneck metric experiment, we assign values on links uniformly between a range of 10

and 1024 (the range doesn’t a�ect results much). Upgraded ASes are chosen randomly, re�ecting the

ideal case of providing ASes the �exibility to deploy a new protocol at their convenience. Each of

our results re�ect the average of 10 trials, each with di�erent random seeds. Bene�ts are plotted at

increments of 10% adoption of the new protocol.

We also analyzed incremental bene�ts for an additive sum critical �x archetype, in which ASes

independently add their contribution to the metric being disseminated. Compared to the bottleneck

metric critical �x, this archetype is much more sensitive to individual ASes’ contributions. We found

that D-BGP always provided higher bene�ts than the w/o D-BGP case. However, we do not include

results for it because we found that the exact values for our results were highly dependent on the

distribution of link values we chose. Protocol corresponding to this archetype is Wiser [31] and

Q-BGP [4]. We also do not evaluate bene�ts for protocols that require all ASes on routing paths to

be upgraded ones because D-BGP does not provide extra value for them.

5.4 Incremental beneíts results

Figure 12 shows the bene�t a�orded to upgraded ASes by the bottleneck metric critical �x archetype
as a function of the percentage of them that have upgraded. We measure bene�t as the average

bottleneck metric value associated with the best path chosen at each AS. As more ASes upgrade, this

value increases.�e status quo line represents the average bottleneck value associated with the best

path chosen at each AS with 0% adoption.�e best case line shows the value when all ASes have

upgraded.

We see that with D-BGP, the incremental bene�t (the slope of the D-BGP line) is almost always

greater than the w/o D-BGP case.�e crossover point is at 80% adoption, when large upgraded
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Figure 12: Incremental bene�ts for bottleneck-metric archetype
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islands in the w/o D-BGP case start to connect and very quickly see large bene�ts as a result of doing

so.�e fact the D-BGP accelerates incremental bene�ts at lower adoption levels means that the total

bene�ts facilitated by D-BGP always outperform the w/o D-BGP case.�e maximum percentage

di�erence in the bottleneck metric for both cases is 37% at 80% adoption.

With D-BGP, bene�ts compared to the status quo decline initially (until 30% adoption) because

upgradedASesmake best-path decisions using very incomplete information.W/oD-BGP, bene�ts de-

cline until 80% adoption.�is di�erence arises because at equivalent adoption levels, non-contiguous

ASes in the D-BGP case always have more complete information on which to base their best-path

choices.

Figure 13 shows the bene�t a�orded by the generic replacement protocol to upgraded ASes as a

function of the percentage of them that have upgraded. We measure bene�t as the number of extra

paths available to destinations at upgraded stubs, since these are the entities that would be able to use

these paths. We see that with D-BGP, the incremental bene�t (the slope of the D-BGP line) is always

greater than the w/o D-BGP case until 70% of ASes are upgraded. Once again, the fact that D-BGP

accelerates incremental bene�ts at lower adoption levels means that the total bene�ts facilitated by

D-BGP is always greater than the w/o D-BGP case.�e maximum percentage di�erence in number

of paths to destinations is 89% at 60% adoption.

6 Relatedwork
Several research e�orts focus on evolvability for the data plane [17, 42, 44, 45, 49]. Our research

complements them by focusing on the control plane. Other research has focused on requirements

for general network evolvability [8, 14, 36].�ose listed by Ratnasamy et al. [36] are compatible with

our requirements, but we extend them to inter-domain routing.

BGP’s community attributes [37] could be leveraged to implement the path descriptors used by

our IAs, however they are not usually passed through to indirect neighbors [24] (we also veri�ed

this via our own experiments on PEERING [40]). Multi-protocol extensions to BGP [3] allow direct

extra paths (with D-BGP)
extra paths (without D-BGP)
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neighbors to name the same physical destination using di�erent address formats (e.g., IPv4 and

IPv6).�is enables evolvability for addressing within ASes or islands, but not across them.

Koponen et al. [26] propose using Pathlet routing [15] to enable evolvability—i.e., as the new

baseline—because of its ability to emulate many routing protocols. Nikkah et al. [33] explore what

protocol-speci�c factors lead to a new protocol’s’ successful adoption (e.g., ability to improve perfor-

mance or backward compatibility). Our work complements these e�orts by providing mechanisms to

make deployment of promising protocols easier. So�ware-de�ned exchanges [16] present a promising

point at which to jump start deployment of new inter-domain routing protocols, however D-BGP

would still be needed to allow non-contiguous neighbors to enjoy a new protocol’s bene�ts and to

enable Internet-wide discovery of custom protocols.

7 Summary
BGP cannot easily be evolved.�is prevents new protocols from being widely deployed. Based on

requirements identi�ed by an analysis of key evolvability scenarios, we identi�ed key building blocks

needed to support evolvability and modi�ed BGP to include them. Our modi�ed version of D-BGP

can support evolution to a wide range of critical �xes to BGP, sophisticated BGP replacements, and

protocols that run in parallel with BGP to provide functionality it doesn’t.
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